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The first book in channeler Paul Seligâ€™s widely anticipated Mastery Trilogy leads you into an

unprecedented journey of self-development, at once building your personal excellence and your

ability to improve life for others. The channeled literature of Paul Selig -- who receives clairaudient

dictation from unseen intellects called the Guides -- has quickly become the most important and

celebrated expression of channeling since A Course In Miracles rose to prominence in the 1970s.

Seligâ€™s three previous books -- I Am the Word, The Book of Love and Creation, and The Book of

Knowing and Worth -- have won a growing following around the world for their depth, intimacy, and

psychological insight. Now, Selig embarks upon an extraordinary new trilogy on the â€œTeachings

of Masteryâ€• with his inaugural volume: The Book of Mastery. The Book of Mastery provides a

deeply practical prescription for heightening your abilities, aptitudes, and sense of personal

excellence. The Guidesâ€™ teachings go much further, however, instructing you how to improve life

for others and, ultimately, for global humanity. As the Guides themselves put it: Â â€œWe will tell

you this: No one who reads these books will be left unchanged. They will be like molecular systems

that reinvigorate and realign and reclaim the reader to themselves in their worth, in their identity

and, beyond that, in their physical realm. Underline physical realm if you like. Because the physical

realm that we teach in is about to go back to the stone ages unless you all get it together.â€•
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The following transcript was taken from a channeled live stream in December 2015. It really got my

attention and I asked the question of myself, do I really align to truth?The truth of who I really am.



Am I completely honest with myself and others in my day to day life? (I'm talking radical honesty

here.)"Now the Word ascension has been misused by many of you. What it means is to live beyond

the known self, the small self, the perpetuated small self to the divine self that seeks to operate as

and through you. And in her awakening she calls forward and lifts the physical plane to be in

congruence. Do you understand this? The divine self that is the truth of who you are is what does

the work here. The small self cannot. She can improve her status. She can do a nice job at this or

that, but it is the divine as you, the active principle here who transforms her landscape by holding

the vibration of truth and acting upon it. Understand those words please, acting upon it means that

the divine as you, in her realization as you, is called into service by her very nature, to claim a new

world. But some of you say "I just want to pay the bills." "I don't want to be so sad, or so frightened."

Understand these words friends. The divine self as you is never frightened, because she does not

align to fear. The divine self as you has the witness that you seek to live your landscape. And the

divine as you who knows her name, I am here, I am here, I am here, is the one who has come to

claim the kingdom. The kingdom as we teach it, is the awareness of the divine in all manifestation."I

realized that I wasn't applying truth to my life in this way and I was really drawn to read the Book of

Mastery and I'm so thankful that I read it.

First off, the reader is mildly cautioned that some preparation from earlier volumes is a good idea.

â€œYou must be prepared for the octaves that will play. The ears must be opened, if you wish to

use the metaphor, to acclimate to the sound that is there.â€•The metaphor of this training manual is

climbing a mountain, not alone but as a grand parade through the incremental repatterning of the

unforgiving self to the emergence of the Awakened Self.â€œAs each man awakens, as each man

comes forward to hold his own light, the vibration of this plane is transformed and the illumination of

each one of you calls forward the illumination of a thousand more.â€•We are called to see â€œthe

inherent worth in all life. In all life. In all life.The sacrilege you know yourself through is the

debasement of life, that one man is worth good and another is not. That one man may live well, and

another should not, and some may choose love and some deserve hate.â€• â€œâ€¦in service I know

the worth of my fellow man.â€•Some feel â€œborn in shame, born â€¦ taught to believe that in order

to stay safe she must judge her fellows. But the truth of the situation, all men, all women, regardless

of what they see, what they are perceived as, what you see as you in them, is an aspect of the

Creator manifested in form.â€•We need a fresh set of training wheels so we can wisely choose

whether we will see and support a world that is lifting or crumbling. If we are to elevate from the

idealization of fear, we â€œmust all understand that a collective creation has been made by all of



you at a higher level to move this frequency to the next level of incarnation of the species you are in.
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